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Aglow’s Vision for Prayer
Aglow women around the world are
women of prayer. We have learned
that if we pray, God will heal our land
(2 Chronicles 7:14). We urge each Aglow

A Triple Cord

woman to commit to pray for her “land,”

Prayer Group is

that is, her family, neighbors, co-workers,

a way to link

community, and her nation. Through a

hands and hearts

commitment to prayer, Aglow women are

with praying

building a spiritual house, a global house

women around

of prayer for all nations, in order to see

the world.

God’s blessing on the people of the earth
and their destinies fulfilled.

Through small-group prayer, women are

For more information about Aglow in

encouraged to pray often and anywhere

your area:

life’s activites take them. Whether you
are a mom with an infant to care for at

Contact: ______________________________

home, or a professional with a demand-

Phone: _______________________________

ing and busy schedule, just three pray-

E-mail: _______________________________

ing women can shake heaven and put a
whole host of enemies to flight!
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“...a threefold cord is not
quickly broken.”
Ecclesiastes 4:12b

What is a Triple Cord
Prayer Group?
Each group is a
powerful unit
within itself, as
3 link hands and
hearts to go

How Does a
Triple Cord Prayer
Group Work?
Gathering in twos and threes to pray is a
powerful, yet simple way for busy women
to pray. By gathering in a small group on
a regular basis, everyone can participate!
Through Triple Cord Prayer Groups, two

You Can Form a Triple
Cord Prayer Group!
1. Share with two friends about Triple Cord and
invite them to form a group with you.
2. Agree on a convenient location and a time to
start and close your time.
3. Share prayer requests and praise reports. Keep
discussion to a minimum.

before the Lord

or three can pray at any time and place

in prayer.

that is convenient and easily accessible.

against your meeting becoming a gossip time

Those who might feel uncomfortable

by keeping requests confidential.

Through a commitment to see God‘s people

praying aloud in a large group may find it

blessed and their destinies fulfilled, Aglow

easier in a Triple Cord Prayer Group.

women are uniting around the world as a Global

Triple Cord Prayer Group is one of these units.
Together, these groups form a vast network of

you feel ready to move on. Make sure each
6. Give thanks to the Lord for each answer to

The effectiveness of a prayer movement
that interconnect around common goals. A

5. Pray with a focus and stay on that focus until
member has an opportunity to pray.

House of Prayer.
depends on establishing many individual units

4. Allow most of your time for praying. Guard

your prayers.

It’s easier to
gather 2-3
women than it

prayer that can change lives, families, communi-

is to assemble

ties and nations.

a larger group.

If one Christian can put a thousand to flight,

7. If more than three women want to be in a
Triple Cord Prayer Group, encourage them
to start another group.

Pray for needs
within Aglow,
your community,

and two can put ten thousand to flight (Deut 32:30),

state, or nation

think what three can do! Ecclesiastes 4:12 tells

and each other’s

us, “Though one may be overpowered by

personal &

another, two can withstand him. And a threefold

family concerns.

cord is not quickly broken.”

AGLOW MISSION STATEMENT
➤ To help restore and mobilize women
around the world.

➤ To promote gender reconciliation in the
body of Christ as God designed.

➤ To amplify awareness of global concerns
from a Biblical perspective.

